My First Triumph
by Connie Sims
It started with a comment “I want a convertible”. My husband, Brian said “What about a
Triumph”? Now, I had actually been thinking about a Chrysler Sebring and I didn’t know what a
Triumph car looked like (motorcycle yes, car no). Needless to say, he brought home a book
hoping I’d like the TR250 as he does, but the TR2 and TR3 appealed to me more. Now being
the good husband he is, Brian said he would restore a Triumph for me.
Two weeks later, a TR3A For Sale ad appears and it’s only ten miles away. We go for a visit (with the trailer). The
Triumph home was a very interesting place and its owners were particular over who would have this car and exactly what
kind of restoration would take place. I had already decided that British Racing Green would be the color to replace the
current red color. This didn’t go over well, but after a bit of debate we took my 1961 Triumph TR3A home.

My TR3A
Isn’t it pretty!
Knowing Brian as I do, it will be quite a while before I’m driving this baby. I give it six years. Meanwhile, I buy a Sebring to
tide me over. That was in 1999. We joined the Detroit Triumph Sportscar Club during the Battle of the Brits that year.
We’ve met a lot of wonderful people and collected several parts (are we making two cars?).
This is now 2004 and the restoration has begun. First, we had wonderful friends offer to come over and help strip the TR3
down and help with some of the repairs! Many thanks to Len, Andy, Terry, and Kenny.

We did some repair work to the body; welded in a new
floor pan, replaced the battery box (which isn’t nearly as
simple as would seem). I do grunt work, since I know
nothing about restoring a car but I’m willing to get dirty.
Brian even purchased a pair of “Mechanics” gloves for
me - they work great! I needed them the most as I wirewheeled the frame out.

While frame work was in progress, Brian worked on the
engine and the body was sent out to be media blasted.
That came out well too.

The parts had to be removed from the frame. I took off
the easy nuts and bolts and yelled for help on the tough
ones. I scraped the frame, wire-wheeled it, sanded it,
power washed it, and now was time to paint it. Labor Day
was a beautiful day for painting outside (which is the best
spot for POR 15).

It’s Sept. 11, 2004, I’ve removed the brake lines, etc... from the rear axle. My freckles have grown in size. Oh wait, that’s
axle grease - guess I’d better degrease it before I wheel it again. Well, that’s all for now. This has been quite a learning
experience; my first car restoration. Scary!
FIRST UPDATE
I left off previously at the frame painting. With the frame completed, it was on to the process of cleaning, painting, and/or
replacing chassis parts (springs, tie rods, etc...).
I’m now very good at wire brushing nuts and bolts in the parts cleaner sink. I brought in some
gloves from the house but they fell apart - exactly what is this doing to my hands?
Chassis parts ready for cleaning or replacing.

It was a Saturday morning in the shop; Brian called for me
to come outside the shop to see “something”. Apparently,
momma snapper had been back to visit in June to lay her
eggs - these baby snappers were so cute. I counted 14
coming out of the ground over the next couple of hours. I
hope they all made it to the creek (the 3 found later on the
driveway were “helped” in the correct direction). Time to
get back to work!

Reassembly of the chassis was next. Brian completed the bulk of this (I was still cleaning parts). He made a spring
compressor to put the front springs back in. The leaf springs in the rear were left as is; new ones are now on order. It
looked pretty good when we were done - time to reinstall the body. Our neighbor Bob was kind enough to come over and
lend some muscle. Next stop will be JIL-GIG Restorations where Ray and Al agreed to complete the body repair and paint
(BRG).

Mike, from Gingellville Auto Body, does a great job on body repair and paint. Unfortunately, Mike didn’t have time to work
on my TR3 but he did refer us to Ray.
Ray and Al had retired and now work on cars (for enjoyment?). I
looked at pictures of cars they’ve completed - nice job. They normally
do Woodward Dream Cruise type cars. Mine is their first Triumph. I
think they’re looking forward to it!
Al is on the left and Ray is in the middle (Brian is on the right). Great
shop!

ENGINE WORK!
As I noted previously, Brian had started on the engine while I did some grunt work on the frame. Before shots are listed
below.

This is our supervisor Sequoia lying on the
floor, come on now!

And after shots!

Andy came up and gave Brian a hand!

SECOND UPDATE
Today is November 3, 2004 and that’s all I have in pictures to date. Ray and Al have accomplished a lot. Next photos on
the body should show repair work complete. Paint will be coming soon. Guess Brian and I had better get busy on the rest
(finish engine, tranny, overdrive, ......).

Well, it’s been awhile since I’ve updated but we have moved forward with the restoration. All those stories that you hear
about body and paint work taking years in a shop to complete – Don’t believe it! Ray and Al are finished with the body and
I brought it home last Saturday (January 29, 2005). IT LOOKS GREAT! These guys definitely do wonderful work and in a
very timely fashion!
Not to be outdone, Brian completed the engine also. So we were able to drop in it the chassis prior to picking up the body.
Our friend Al came out to lend some muscle this time! I know there is a lot more to do, but this whole thing feels good now
like I’m really going to have a TR3A to drive some day soon!
Special thanks to Steve and Jack for their words of wisdom on the tires and body installation. What words were they, you
ask! Tires; 165-15’s work well, use tape (electrical, not duct) inside the rim to cover the nubs of the spokes, watch that the
tubes are correct as they fold and go flat if not, use a spacer/grommet around the tube stem as the new stems are smaller
than the old and leave a space and a big help – install the throttle pedal before you put the body on the chassis if the
engine is already installed or it won’t fit otherwise.

The completed
engine prior to
mounting it on
the chassis

I did say Ray
and Al do
great work!
The proof is
in the
pictures!

We chose to leave all the panels off until the
restoration is further along (less chance to damage
them). Ray and Al have offered to come up to our
shop and help hang them when we’re ready.

My gift from Ray – I said something about yellow daises would look nice in it but I don’t think that went over very well!

THIRD UPDATE
It is now June 2005 and time for another update. I had hoped that this update would show the finished car. Our mid-May
deadline became mid-June and now on to mid-July – oops, no now Battle of the Brits! While it’s disappointing that I’m not
driving the car yet, that’s how life goes! Other priorities come up and we were too slow in getting to the interior. Since I
can’t order an interior kit in the color I want, Carl is the man. Carl’s Interiors completed the TVR and we were really happy
with his work. Unfortunately, we caught Carl during his summer rush, so it will be a while before he can complete our job.
This will give Brian more time (I think I heard a large sigh of relief) to complete the remaining work. Brian has done a lot
over the past months, but there is still more to accomplish.

Brian’s work - notice the pedals, steering and suspension. Brakes are next.

The “3” even has a fan club, which came out in March to offer support. Thanks for the visit; Jim & Sue, Dave & Sue, Dave
& Maureen and Dave & Laurie (what’s with the name Dave – I think we’re out numbered). It was fun.

New fan club members arrived in May; Dale, Blake and Pat are officially added to the “3” fan club list! They chose to brave
the rain after the Brunch Run to stop by and see my car.

Our worker fans have also been out. Terry, John and Len have spent a morning or two working
on the “3”. Once the wiring harness was installed, John started in on the rear taillights. Len and
Terry worked on exhaust and braking. Brian, of course has been the busiest, in all areas.

During the May DTSC meeting, I announced that I had a problem. The interior color I want is beige and while it could be
ordered during 1961, it is not a standard color for that year. This became a problem when I went searching for a carpet kit,
etc… I couldn’t find the interior I wanted so decided I would need to see an interior specialist. The fellow who did the TVR
interior did a good job, but I didn’t have old carpets for him to use as a pattern.

The repaired radiator – the crank
hole was replaced with additional
cores to allow for better cooling.
Dave and Laurie came to my rescue (twice)! They searched their home for the carpets Laurie wanted pitched but Dave
kept (yeah Dave – no Brian, that doesn’t mean I agree with keeping everything). They even brought them to our home
and then left with a radiator that needed repair. Apparently, the Radiator Hospital near them does great work and Laurie
kindly volunteered to drop it off for us. DTSC is a great club with wonderful members that like to help out!

The brakes were another issue. It appears that my “3” is somewhat unusual in that it has 10 inch brake shoes. Brian
priced out replacement shoes, at a tune of $130. He felt this was way too much to spend on brake shoes, so he did some
research in having the original shoes relined. Rick (another TR3 club member from Dryden) gave Brian the name of
American Brake and Clutch in Troy. They did a great job of relining my shoes, with less than a week turn-around time, and
at the price of $60.

First the chrome bit was added.

Then we taped off the paint (so we wouldn’t scratch it) to install the
beading. It turns out the tape was not a good idea as I still have
some pieces stuck under the beading – live and learn.

Not too bad for the first time. The end piece of beading
proved to be more difficult.

Brian will get it done. I decided to stay out of the way.

Brake components, hydraulic lines, throttle cable – it all
adds up to a lot of time.

Nice carbs!

Guess!

FOURTH (AND FINAL?) UPDATE
August 28 – September 11, 2006 - I would LOVE to say that this is my fourth and final update to the TR3A restoration
project. But, I’ve learned to be a bit of a pessimist over the years and this last year hasn’t moved the project along as
quickly as I had hoped. On the other hand, we have accomplished a lot and there really isn’t much left to do (compared to
the whole car that is). It appears one more update will be in order.

Creeper? I don’t need no stinkin’ creeper!

The biggest holdup has been the interior, (which has provided a lack of motivation for everything else). The color I wanted
wasn’t standard (but was an option), carpet, seat kits, tops, etc., aren’t available. Since I sew about as well as I cook, we
looked for a specialist. We started with Carl, but he was busy with other projects and mine never seemed to fit in. My error
was waiting for him to fit it in over a seven month period. Carl did provide the carpets and covered the instrument panel.
Next was Don. Don did complete the seats, doors and is currently still trying to get the top to fit. The three week project
that started in April 2006 is now five months along and is not finished. So, in hopes of protecting the interior (when it is on
the road) and while still waiting for the top, I turned to Shelby Auto Upholstery. Shelby quoted me a three day turn-around
time and they met it. It’s the first positive upholstery experience I’ve had with this car. They made a tonneau cover and a
cover for the roof bow; both came out very nice! I’m still waiting for a top and side curtains from Don, but at least I can
cover the car some now when it makes it on the road. The cover had its trial run on the way home from Shelby, as it
rained the whole way.

Labor Day weekend was spent laboring (on the car that is). We put
the door handle assemblies together (I did most of this and they
even opened and closed when I was done). The turn signal
assemble located in the center of the steering wheel was a pain (at
least four hours worth). The original was broken so we ordered a
new one. After feeding the wires down through the steering tube
(with the help of a wire fed from the bottom and my pulling from
under the car), the assembly wouldn’t seat. There was probably
three inches of gap. After several tries, Brian pulled out the old
assembly and noticed that the tube section close to the head was
about three inches shorter on the old one than the new one. So we
pulled it out and Brian swapped that portion around (old with the
new) and we started again to feed the wires. They didn’t want to go,
so we called it a day. We were going to the hospital to see Brian’s
best friend, Mack, and didn’t want to ruin the visit with a poor
attitude over the car. There is always tomorrow.

This restoration has given me numerous experiences and has led me to my lifetime fifteen minutes of fame. Richard gave
my name and number to Michele Krebs who writes for Twist (part of the Free Press). Michele was interested in
interviewing and writing an article about a female who has restored a car. I had several misgivings about this article as I
have not restored the car. That has been my husband, Brian. I have, however, been very intimate with the process and
several parts of the car as I’m pretty good at grunt work. This means I was very involved in the tearing down and cleaning
stages of the project. I have also been involved in putting it back together, but only under the guidance of Brian (I’m sure
you can hear him; sand this part, now paint it, you’ll need to bolt it on here and then run the cable through, etc.)
Anyway, I was interviewed and had Kyle come out and photograph me and the “3”. I told Melissa (who was making faces
at me behind Kyle’s back) that this must be like having your senior pictures taken. When I graduated, it was just a couple
of head shots to pick from. The article came out the Sunday of the Battle of the Brits Car & Motorcycle Show. DTSC puts
on the car show and this was to be my “3” debut. Now, we just need to finish it in time. This is now Monday after the
BOTB and my car didn’t make it – damn oil leak!.

Only one stray wire and a few screws are only left (forgot about the shifter knob)!
As you can see from the photo above, the steering column with turn signal assembly did seat eventually. The rest of the
interior came along nicely. The gauges are all working and so is the horn (which I beeped several times – just because it
was there). Again, there was a major oil leak from the oil filter canister that kept us from taking the car to the show. Brian
managed to fix it, so maybe you’ll see me on the road around Lake Orion soon - on many test runs!

The guilty party! It needs a
new paint job now!

Damn oil filter canister! It made a large mess too!

